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226 Applications
209 Approved
13 Withdrawn
3 Declined
1 Pending
497 Renewals
482 Approved
6 Withdrawn
9 Pending
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Disbursement

NFCSN Expenses 2017

Grant Disbursements 2/26/2017- 1/12/2018
$638,688.17

Non-grant
15%

Grants
85%

$174,840.21

$4,123,481.63

$473,376.98

Disbursement

NFCSN Expenses 2018 (est)

Weekly Disbursements

Non-grant
15%

Grants
85%

Policies

# of Weeks

Our rates are:
- Up to $300/day for facilities (including supplies and equipment)
- Up to $300/day for a Christian Science nurse (transportation,
supplies, and equipment are in addition) (up to $50 an hour for
private duty or visiting Christian Science nursing care.
We require that the Christian Science nurse is a member of The
Mother Church. If not Journal-listed, then we seek other
verification of the Christian Science nurse’s qualifications and/or
experience, including ongoing oversight by a Journal-listed
Christian Science nurse.

Travel Reimbursement:
$0.5 a mile plus $20 an hour for driving

Gratitude and Testimonies
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With all my heart, thank you for this lovely message and mission! We
are so grateful not to feel alone in a wilderness of physical and financial fears. The care for my mom has been outstanding. I love that the
[Christian Science] nurses and practitioner are in frequent touch and
things are addressed through effective prayer. And now to see that the
financial aspects are also an example of outstanding care.Wow!
					

Family of a grant recipient

These are the only two home nursing invoices I will be submitting for the month of September
2017. I am now able to move forward without the assistance of [Christian Science] nurses. … I
am very grateful for this care. It has given me the opportunity to continue praying and listening
for God’s guidance, all the while my basic needs are being met in a practical, loving manner.
Both nurses are loving, supportive individuals devoted to Christian Science, and dedicated as
Christian Science nurses. Their help was invaluable. Thank you for all the love and support you
have provided me. My heart truly is full, and my healing complete.
Grant recipient of a visiting Christian Science nurse service
Mom continues to express more freedom regarding movement and self-care. She is able to now
stand up, without assistance, and move from a lift chair to the bathroom. As a family, we were
able to take her out to lunch at a restaurant for Christmas and to our home for Christmas celebrations. On another positive note, I have noticed that she is participating in many more of the activities at [Christian Science facility], but is most fond of the Christian Science activities provided
which are helping her broaden her already very deep understanding of Christian Science. She
continues to be very grateful for all of the loving care she receives at [Christian Science facility]
and recognizes that this is being made possible by the generous support of the Principle Foundation.We are all thankful for your support as well.
Grant recipient of a Christian Science facility
I cannot say “THANK YOU” enough to you both for the abundance and loving assistance from
your fund. My mother is clearly improving during her stay at [Christian Science facility] but
more importantly, I’ve never seen such marvelous CS care and prayerful CS concern before…
just by watching their dedicated staff in action. All I can say is God bless, Mind is All, and we are
witnessing Love’s miracles daily.
Family of a grant recipient of a Christian Science facility

